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Abstract

In this article, we present a multi-dimensional-aware Eulerian Riemann solver (RS) and its as-
sociated finite volume (FV) scheme for the 2D shallow-water equations. This RS, appropriately
derived from its associated Lagrangian version, presents the specific feature of coupling all cells in
the vicinity of the current one. Consequently, this solver is no longer a 1D RS across one edge. Con-
trarily, it encounters for genuine multidimensional effects and for the presence of the source term of
the SW equations. The associated first order FV numerical scheme ensures well-balanced for lake
at rest steady states, positivity preservation and entropy stability properties. Moreover, a second-
order accurate extension is proposed based on Runge-Kutta time discretization and piecewise linear
limited reconstructions, that preserve the well-balanced character of the first order scheme. We
present several 2D tests assessing the good behaviors of the obtained numerical scheme on un-
structured mesh. The numerical scheme seems insensitive to spurious numerical instabilities such
as the carbuncle effect.
Key words: Lagrangian Riemann solver, Eulerian Riemann solver, Shallow-water equations,
Balance laws, Well-balanced scheme, Finite volume schemes.

1. Introduction

Mathematical modeling and computational simulation associated with experimental observa-
tions of physical phenomena are the key ingredients for a deeper understanding of human activities
under fast environmental changes. The modelling part requires the development and analysis of
physically meaningful mathematical models fed by an increasing amount of data. The computa-
tional part relies on the development of efficient and reliable computational numerical methods,
which are the engine within a simulation code, further operating on super-computers.
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This paper concerns the simulation of shallow water flows in channels, rivers, lakes and oceans.
Such flows can be described by the so-called Shallow Water (SW) model of balance laws. More
precisely, we aim to develop a new numerical method to solve the 1D/2D time dependent SW
model. A plethora of finite difference, finite volume or finite element, centered or upwind biased
numerical methods already exist for such a model, see for instance the textbooks [62, 9, 39] and
the reviews [63, 13]. We can not cite exhaustively the contributors of this field as it would be
extremely challenging nowadays. Hence, we simply refer the interested readers to these references
and those contained within.

One characteristic of systems of balance laws is the presence of source terms. They demand a
special treatment to ensure that some steady state solutions of the model are preserved, see for
instance [4, 52, 6, 11]. Numerical schemes able to preserve all the steady states of SW model are
called fully well-balanced [52, 6, 13], while we talk about well-balanced schemes when the methods
preserve only the steady states with zero-velocity [1, 19]. This work only focuses on the latter
notion. In particular, in the case of SW equations, a geometric source term involving the bottom
topography is present. As such, we are concerned with the preservation of the so called lake at
rest steady state. Bermudez and Vázquez [5] were the first to present the issue of well-balancing
in the framework of the shallow water system, and since then, many works have been published on
the subject, for instance Audusse et al. [1] introduced the well-known hydrostatic reconstruction.
Other references for first-order well-balanced schemes include [7, 38, 21], to name but a few. Ex-
tensions to second (or higher) order well-balanced methods have also been investigated, refer for
instance to [8, 10, 13, 14].

To numerically simulate the 2D shallow water system, we design a Finite Volume (FV) scheme of
Godunov type [37, 63], which heavily relies on the classical ”upwinding” notion for the numerical
flux introduced by Roe, also in the presence of source term [58]. In this FV context, the 1D
Riemann Problem (RP) and its solver play a central role. It consists of the ”simpler” problem of
the evolution of an initial condition constituted by a discontinuity separating two constant states
after the physical waves emanate from the discontinuity. A Riemann Solver (RS) is a central tool to
compute the numerical flux at the interface between two computational cells [64] in a FV scheme.

In this context, following the work accomplished for the gas dynamics model in [15, 36], we
rely on the derivation of a RS in the Lagrangian system of coordinates. This specificity allows
to design a so-called ”simple” RS [32, 33, 35, 34], which takes into account the source term. The
simple Lagrangian RS is further expressed in Eulerian coordinates. The link between Lagrangian
and Eulerian system of coordinates allows for a clear definition of ordered Eulerian wave speeds.
Moreover this allows for the preservation of positivity and entropy stability properties under a well
defined CFL like condition, but also an embedded well-balanced property. The simple Eulerian
numerical RS is therefore explicitly defined.

However, when 2D is invoked, the specificity of the RS is highlighted. If the RS was to be
classically employed in the 1D edge normal direction between two cells, then the obtained FV
scheme would also be a classical one (called ’two-point scheme’). In fact, low order classical
schemes do not take into account the multi-directional structure of the solutions and may destroy
their isotropy. In the literature, one could find different techniques that introduce multidimensional
features in the numerical schemes, see for example [22, 23, 24, 25, 46, 47, 56, 40, 3, 41, 60]. In [3],
Wendroff proposed a multidimensional Harten-Lax-van Leer (HLL) Riemann solver for the Euler
equations, but its extension to high orders or to other systems is not straightforward. In [22, 23], the
authors introduced a genuinely two-dimensional Riemann solver based on the HLL and HLLC [64]
Riemann solvers, which provides closed-form expressions of the fluxes and allowed an easy extension
to high orders. In [40], another version of Wendroff’s scheme has been proposed. Extensions to
unstructured meshes have been also proposed in [27, 26]. Recently, a new class of genuinely
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two-dimensional incomplete Riemann solvers based on AVM-type (Approximate Viscosity Matrix)
solvers was introduced in [41] and its extension to balance laws, like the shallow-water system has
been considered in [60].

In this work, we illustrate that the simple Eulerian RS can involve a nodal solver, developed
when designing Lagrangian FV scheme for gas dynamics [20, 50]. This nodal solver considers all
cell states surrounding a given node to determine the value of a nodal vectorial quantity, which
can be identified as being the ’material velocity’ of a node. This nodal velocity is further used in
the definition of the Eulerian face-based numerical flux. As such, the notion of conservation is no
more based on the cancellation of the numerical flux across one edge, rather the conservation is
retrieved around each node. This allows to couple all cells in the vicinity of the current FV cell,
hence the name ’multi-point scheme’. This first-order FV scheme involving source terms has good
properties such as the local conservation, positivity and entropy stability under a well-defined CFL
condition and well-balanced properties by construction. A classical extension to second order is
also presented and further tested on academical and demanding test cases.

At last, in this work, we are also interested in studying the sensitivity of the two-point and
multi-point numerical schemes to troublesome tumor-growth-like instabilities such as the Carbun-
cle [55, 57]. Such instabilities usually appear in low-diffusion methods, for instance based on
complete Riemann solver. Hence, many works have focused on adding diffusion to the schemes to
remove the spurious oscillations from the numerical results [53, 57], blaming the lack of diffusion
of the methods. However, it is still not really clear what causes the Carbuncle, which also explains
why it has been defined as “the greatest unresolved problem of classical finite-volume schemes” by
Van Leer [65]. One of the hypothesis is that the Carbuncle has a multidimensional nature [29].
As such, methods based on a dimensional flux-splitting (i.e. schemes that apply a 1D solver in
each direction) would be prone to this kind of instabilities. Hence, the idea is that, thanks to its
multi-dimensional-aware character, the multi-point scheme should be insensitive to the Carbun-
cle phenomenon and related problems. Indeed, many works have proposed strategies to embed a
multi-dimensional character to numerical methods, see for instance [45, 59]. Finally, we highlight
that such instabilities have been extensively studied in the gas dynamics framework, but much
less in the shallow-water context, refer for instance to [43, 31, 42, 30]. We will also illustrate that
Carbuncle-like instability can develop in the SW context.

The paper is structured as follows. First of all, we introduce the model in both Eulerian and
Lagrangian coordinate systems in section 2. Next, section 3 provides a detailed description of
the 2D FV scheme and the underlying approximate Riemann solver. Then, we summarize the
properties that the FV scheme inherits from the simple Riemann solver in section 4, along with
presenting the second-order extension of the method. Section 5 gathers the numerical results in
2D. At last, conclusions and perspectives are drawn in the ultimate section.

2. Shallow-water equations

In this work we are concerned by the so-called 2D Shallow-Water (SW) equations, also referred
to as the Saint-Venant equations in 1D [18]. Shallow water flows are typical of flows for which the
vertical dimension is much smaller than the typical horizontal one, such in ocean, rivers, lakes,
close to coasts for example.

One considers the free surface flow of water in a channel assuming that the water is incom-
pressible, non-viscous, non-heat conducting, without bottom friction and subject to gravitational
forces. The horizontal plan is given by coordinate x and y. The body force vector is denoted by
g = (0, −g) where g is the acceleration due to gravity, assumed to be constant in this work. The
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2D computational domain is denoted by D. The bottom of the channel B(x, y), also called bottom
topography, is assumed fixed in time but maybe irregular, while the water depth is denoted by
h(x, y, t), see figure 1. At last, the velocity vector of the fluid is referred to as u = (u, v).
The SW equations are given by the following non-linear system of balance laws:

g
x =(x,y)

u =(u,v)

x

y

η
h(x,y,t)

B(x,y)

Figure 1: Sketch of shallow-water context.

∂U
∂t

+ ∇ · F(U) = S(U). (1)

Here, U = U(x, t), for x = (x, y) ∈ R2 and t ≥ 0, is the vector of conservative variables which
takes values in R3 and F = F(U) is the flux tensor in R3 ×R2, while S(U) ∈ R3 is the source term
involving the bottom topography. The positive integers d = 2 and q = 3 denote respectively the
space dimension and the size of the foregoing hyperbolic system. Let ex, ey be the vectors of the
Cartesian basis of R2, then F1 = Fex ∈ R3 and F2 = Fey ∈ R3 are the components of the tensor
flux. Its divergence then reads

∇ · F(U) = ∂

∂x
F1(U) + ∂

∂y
F2(U),

so that we can reformulate system (1) in the more classical form

∂

∂t
U + ∂

∂x
F1(U) + ∂

∂y
F2(U) = S(U), (2)

where the vector of conserved variables U, the flux vectors F1(U) and F2(U), and the source term
vector S(U) are explicitly given by

U =

 h
hu
hv

 , F1(U) =

 hu
hu2 + p

huv

 , F2(U) =

 hv
huv

hv2 + p

 , S(U) =

 0
−gh∂xB
−gh∂yB

 . (3)

The variable p can be seen as the pressure and, in the case of SW equations, it takes the simple
form: p ≡ p(h) = 1

2gh2. If the source term is identically null, S(U) = 0, then system (2) becomes
a hyperbolic system of conservation laws. Given a unit vector e = (ex, ey), the eigenvalues of the
Jacobian matrix Je = ∂F1

∂U ex + ∂F2

∂U ey are given by

λ− = ue − a, λ− = ue, λ− = ue + a,
4



where a =
√

gh plays the role of the sound-speed for gas dynamics. Moreover, we can also interpret
the homogeneous version of system (2) as the isentropic Euler system if h ≡ ρ and a polytropic
pressure law p(h) = Khγ is considered, with K = g

2 and γ = 2. With such an analogy, we define

the internal energy ε = ε(h) with dε

dh
= p

h2 and the energy as E = ε+ 1
2 ∥u∥2, such that the entropy

inequality is given by

E = ∂

∂t
(hE) + ∂

∂x
(uhE + pu) + ∂

∂y
(vhE + pv) ≤ −gh

(
u

∂

∂x
B + v

∂

∂y
B

)
. (4)

We can reformulate this inequality in a more compact form as

∂

∂t
(Σ) + ∇ · Θ ≤ Φ, (5)

where
Σ = hE, Θ = (uhE + pu, vhE + pv)t, Φ = −gh

(
u

∂

∂x
B + v

∂

∂y
B

)
.

We remark that in the case of a regular topography, the foregoing equation is equivalent to

EB = ∂

∂t
(hEB) + ∂

∂x
(uhEB + pu) + ∂

∂y
(vhEB + pv) ≤ 0,

where EB = E + gB. Indeed the equivalence is easily retrieved [32, 33]:

EB = E + ∂

∂t
(hgB) + ∂

∂x
(uhgB) + ∂

∂y
(vhgB) = E + gB

(
∂

∂t
h

)
+ ∂

∂x
(uhgB) + ∂

∂y
(vhgB)

= E + gB

(
− ∂

∂x
(hu) − ∂

∂y
(hv)

)
+ ∂

∂x
(uhgB) + ∂

∂y
(vhgB)

= E + guh
∂

∂x
B + gvh

∂

∂y
B = E + gh

(
u

∂

∂x
B + v

∂

∂y
B

)
,

therefore EB ≤ 0 is equivalent to (4).
The exact solutions of system (2) are usually not known, generally tremendously complicated, in

particular due to the presence of irregularities such as shock waves, rarefaction corners, or contact
discontinuities. The set of admissible solutions of system (2) is characterized by the positivity of
the water depth h:

D = {U, s. t. h > 0} .

Numerical methods which are able to maintain numerical solutions within D are referred to as
being positivity preserving. Moreover, there exist large sets of stationary solutions for the SW
equations when the bottom topography is non zero. Of particular importance are the so-called
Lake at Rest (LaR) solutions, which are parameterized by a constant η:

∀(x, y) ∈ D, ∀t > 0, u(x, y, t) = 0, h(x, y, t) + B(x, y) = η.

LaR steady states are important solutions that should be captured and maintained exactly when
resorting to numerical methods. In such a case, the numerical method is said to be well-balanced
(WB) [9, 13].

To conclude, we highlight that, in this work, we consider so-called wet situations, that is
states for which h > 0. We postpone the issue of dealing with wet/dry transition area for future
developments.
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2.1. Lagrange-to-Euler mapping
With the aim of designing numerical methods, we briefly describe here the Lagrange-to-Euler

mapping, already presented in [36, 15, 34]. Specifically, this mapping will be needed to define the
numerical flux of the associated FV method.

To simplify the task, we directly present the Lagrange-to-Euler mapping for the system for-
mulated in a normal direction to a given cell interface, represented by the unit vector n. Since
we only use this mapping in this subcase, we refrain from presenting the more complex general
description of the model in Lagrangian coordinates. For interested readers, the general description
can be found in [26, 50, 49].

First of all, we present the SW system in the normal direction n. Let t be the unit vector
such that (n, t) is an orthonormal basis attached to a generic interface. The normal and tangential
components of the velocity vector u respectively read un = u ·n and ut = u ·t, with u = unn+utt.
Then, the variables vector, the flux and the source term projected onto the normal direction n
read

Un =

 h
hun
hut

 , Fn = Fn =

 hun
hu2

n + p(h)
hunut

 , Sn =

 0
−gh(∇B)n

0

 ,

with (∇B)n = ∇B · n. Therefore, the one-dimensional Eulerian system associated to the SW
system in the n direction, where xn = x · n, reads

∂Un

∂t
+ ∂Fn(U)

∂xn
= Sn(U). (6)

At this stage, we can introduce the Lagrange-to-Euler mapping m 7−→ xn(m, t) such that

dxn = 1
h

dm + undt

is an exact differential and where m denotes the Lagrangian mass coordinate. Hence, it follows

∂xn

∂m
(m, t) = τ, and ∂xn

∂t
(m, t) = un,

with τ = 1
h

. It should be noted that we use the same notation for both Lagrangian and Eulerian
time. As we know that xn = xn(m, t), the physical quantities can be expressed in either Lagrangian
coordinates (m, t) or Eulerian ones (xn, t):

Un(m, t) = Un(xn(m, t), t).

By taking the time derivative of this identity while keeping m fixed, and applying the chain rule,
the Lagrangian time derivative is obtained:

∂Un

∂t
(m, t)

∣∣∣
m

= ∂Un

∂t
(m, t)

∣∣∣
xn

+ un
∂Un

∂xn
(xn, t)

∣∣∣
t
.

Then, few computations lead to the following identity,

h
∂

∂t
(τUn)(m, t)

∣∣∣
m

= ∂Un

∂t
(m, t)

∣∣∣
xn

+ ∂(unUn)
∂xn

(xn, t)
∣∣∣
t
,

which, substituted into system (6), leads to

∂Vn

∂t
+ ∂Gn(V)

∂m
= Pn(Vn).
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where, in general,

Vn = τ(Un − he1) + τe1, where e1 = (1, 0, . . . , 0)t,

Gn = Fn − unUn − une1.

In the particular case of the SW system, we have

Vn =

 τ
un
ut

 , Gn =

−un
p
0

 , Pn =

 0
−gh∂mB

0

 .

Refer also to [33, 19] for the 1D shallow water system in Lagrangian coordinates. Neglecting the
source term, the Lagrangian system is hyperbolic and admits three eigenvalues −a

τ
, 0 and a

τ
, which

are automatically ordered as a > 0. We also remark that the formulation of the SW equations in
Lagrangian coordinates is simpler than the Eulerian one, as the advection part (material waves)
of the system is no longer present.

Finally, the selection of physically admissible weak solutions is ensured by supplementing this
system of conservation laws with the entropy inequality:

∂

∂t
En + ∂

∂m
(pun) ≤ −ghun ∂mB.

We can reformulate this inequality in a more compact form as

∂

∂t
(σn) + ∂

∂m
θn ≤ ϕn,

where
σn = E, θn = pun, ϕn = −ghun ∂mB.

3. 2D finite volume scheme: Riemann solver

We now aim to design the two-dimensional finite volume scheme for solving the SW system (2)-
(3). The computational domain is a polygonal portion of R2, paved with a set of non overlapping
polygonal cells ωc. c is the generic label of the cell. Let P(c) be the set of vertices (points) of
ωc. The generic label of a point is p and xp denotes its vector position. The points of cell ωc

are counter-clockwise ordered, and p− and p+ are respectively the previous and the next points
with respect to p, refer to figure 2. The subcell ωpc is the quadrangle formed by joining the cell
centroid, xc, to the midpoints of [xp− , xp], [xp, xp+ ] and to xp. The set of subcells ωpc for p ∈ P(c)
constitutes a partition of the cell ωc, that is,

ωc =
⋃

p∈P(c)

ωpc.

We also introduce the set of faces of cell ωc and denote it F(c). Each face f of cell c is decomposed
into subfaces by means of the partition of c induced by the subcells pc for p ∈ P(c). As such we
define SF(pc) the set of subfaces attached to the corner pc, which is nothing but the set of faces
of subcell ωpc impinging at point p. We denote by lpcf and npcf = (nx, ny)pcf the measure and
the unit outward normal of the subface f respectively. We observe that the set of subfaces SF(pc)
for p ∈ P(c) constitutes a partition of the set of faces of ωc, that is,

F(c) =
⋃

p∈P(c)

SF(pc).
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xp

lpcf

ωc

Fpcf

x−
p

x+
p

npcf

f

xc

ωpc

Figure 2: Geometrical entities attached to the polygonal cell ωc.

Given a cell c and one of its face f , a unique ’neighbor’ cell can be associated and we refer to it as
d(c, f) or d to shorten the notation. Obviously c is the neighbor cell of d through edge f as well.
The set of neighbors of cell c is denoted by N (c). Shortly, we will define it more appropriately,
either face-based or node-based.

Let us recall the generic subface-based finite volume discretization. We integrate the system of
balance laws (1) over ωc and employ the Green formula, obtaining

|ωc|dUc

dt
+
∫

∂ωc

F(U)n ds =
∫

ωc

S(U) dv, (7)

where Uc(t) = 1
|ωc|

∫
ωc

U(x, t) dv is the cell-averaged value of U over ωc and Un
c ≡ Uc(tn) for any

discrete time tn. A classical first-order explicit time integration turns (7) into

Un+1
c − Un

c + ∆t

|ωc|

∫
∂ωc

F(Un)n ds = ∆t

|ωc|

∫
ωc

S(Un) dv. (8)

At this stage, we need to define an approximation of the normal flux and source term integrals.
Following [36], we design an original node-based approximation of theses integral terms relying on
the partition of ωc into subcells. In particular, we state∫

∂ωc

F(Un)n ds =
∑

p∈P(c)

∫
∂ωpc∩∂ωc

F(Un)n ds,

and we approximate the surface integral term in the right-hand side along the subfaces by means
of subface fluxes related to the subface f attached to the corner pc, denoted Fpcf . Namely, we
impose ∫

∂ωpc∩∂ωc

F(Un)n ds =
∑

f∈SF(pc)

lpcf Fpcf .

We assume that we can similarly discretize the source term using subface sources,∫
ωc

S(Un) dv ≈
∑

p∈P(c)

∑
f∈SF(pc)

wpcf Spcf ,
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(a) Face-based stencil of the classical two-point
flux.

(b) Node-based stencil of the unclassical multi-
point flux.

Figure 3: Images taken from [36].

where we used a quadrature formula with wpcf weights that will be later specified. By substituting
the above formulas into (8), we obtain the subface-based generic finite volume scheme:

Un+1
c = Un

c − ∆t

|ωc|
∑

p∈P(c)

∑
f∈SF(pc)

[
lpcf Fpcf − wpcf Spcf

]
= Un

c − ∆t

|ωc|
∑

p∈P(c)

∑
f∈SF(pc)

lpcf F̃pcf ,

(9)

where
F̃pcf = Fpcf − wpcf

lpcf
Spcf .

Thus, the contribution of both flux and source terms is included in F̃pcf , for which we state

F̃pcf = F̃pcf (Un
c , Un

d , Bc, Bd, npcf , up),

where d ≡ d(c, f) and up is a nodal parameter we will later discuss. Specifically, we will see that
up approximates the nodal velocity at the node p, which is commonly used in the Lagrangian
framework to move the mesh in a compatible manner. In this work, we will exploit this notion and
include it in our Eulerian FV scheme. The objective is to consider the entire neighborhood of a
given cell c when updating its state value, including information coming from cells that only share
one vertex with c, see also figure 3. Hence, the numerical flux F̃pcf will not only depend on the
two (left and right) states attached to a given face f as for a classical ”two-point” scheme. Indeed,
thanks to the presence of up, the contribution of all (multiple) cells around a given node p will be
used to compute F̃pcf , hence the name ”multi-point” method.

3.1. Riemann problem in the normal direction
In this section, we introduce the concept of Riemann problem and solver in the normal di-

rection to a given cell interface, which will be used to define the fluxes F̃pcf . In particular, in
this subsection and the following one, we provide the description of the Riemann problem, the
associated consistency conditions and flux definition. Then, from subsection 3.3, we discuss the
solution of the Riemann problem for the SW system, first in Lagrangian coordinates and, then, in
Eulerian coordinates. Specifically, we will also see how to include the nodal parameter up in the
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approximate Riemann solver.

3.1.1. The Eulerian case
Consider a given cell interface f impinging at a point p, and Ulf , Urf the left and right state

values to f . Then, we define npf as the normal vector to the face f and pointing towards the right
state. With this formalism, the Riemann problem in the normal direction npf reads

(RP) :


∂Unpf

∂t
+

∂[Fnpf
(U)]

∂xnpf

= Snpf
,

Unpf
(xnpf

, 0) =
{

Ulf if xnpf
< 0,

Urf if xnpf
≥ 0.

Observe that, for the sake of clarity, we simplified the notation regarding the considered cell c.
Furthermore, for the vector variables U (and V later), we now drop the notation regarding the
normal direction npf .

It is then clear that the resulting one-dimensional approximate Riemann solver depends on
Ulf , Urf , but also on the self-similar variable ξ =

xnpf

t
and on the nodal parameter up. With

these arguments, the Riemann solver reads

Wpf,E = Wpf,E(Ulf , Urf , Blf , Brf , npf , ξ, up),

where E stands for Eulerian. Then, for all Ulf , Urf , Blf , Brf , npf , ξ and up, we assume the
Riemann solver to satisfy the following classical properties:

• Wpf,E(Ulf , Urf , Blf , Brf , npf , ξ, up) = Ulf for −ξ large enough;

• Wpf,E(Ulf , Urf , Blf , Brf , npf , ξ, up) = Urf for ξ large enough;

• Wpf,E(Ulf , Urf , Blf , Brf , npf , ξ, up) = U.

Finally, Wpf,E is assumed to be symmetric with respect to the cell interface.
However, as the exact solution of the Riemann problem is generally not known, in this work we

are concerned with simple (approximate) Riemann solvers. A simple Riemann solver is constituted
of J + 1 constant states separated by J waves of speeds Λk, k = 1, . . . , J :

Wpf,E(Ulf , Urf , Blf , Brf , npf , ξ, up) =



U1 = Ulf if ξ < Λ1,
...

Uk if Λk−1 < ξ ≤ Λk, k = 2, . . . , J,
...

UJ+1 = Urf if ΛJ ≤ ξ.

(10)

Given the space and time steps ∆xlf , ∆xrf and ∆t, the approximate solution (10) of (RP) is
classically defined as being consistent with the integral form of (RP) if the integration of (RP) in
the interval [−∆xlf , ∆xrf ] × [0, ∆t] leads to

−

[
J∑

k=1
Λk (Uk+1 − Uk)

]
lf,rf

+ (F(Urf ) − F(Ulf )) npf (11)

− (∆xlf + ∆xrf )Snpf
(∆xlf , ∆xrf , Ulf , ULrf , Blf , Brf ) = 0,

10



see [34] for more details. However, for the multi-point scheme, we do not require the classical
consistency conditions across each cell interface. Since we aim to take into account the entire
neighborhood of a cell, we propose to impose that the sum of the consistency conditions across
each face around the given node should be zero. This can also be seen as an approximation of
the integral of (RP) around the node (integral over

⋃
c∈C(p)

ωpc × [0, ∆t]). Hence, we ask for the

following generalized consistency conditions around the node p:

∑
f∈SF(p)

lpf

[
−

[
J∑

k=1
Λk (Uk+1 − Uk)

]
lf,rf

+ (F(Urf ) − F(Ulf )) npf (12)

− (∆xlf + ∆xrf )Snpf
(∆xlf , ∆xrf , Ulf , Urf , Blf , Brf )

]
= 0,

where SF(p) denotes the set of subfaces impinging at point p and, for f ∈ SF(p), lpf is the length
of subface f . In the rest of the paper, we will distinguish between classical (11) and generalized
(12) consistency conditions, referring to them as face-based and node-based consistency conditions
respectively.

We highlight that each node p must fulfill its own local conditions, and (12) will de facto
provide a way to determine the nodal parameter upf . Appropriate considerations of this choice
will be given in the following sections. In particular, we will see that fundamental properties as
the conservation one are still verified in spite of not using the classical consistency conditions (11).
Namely, we will show that conditions (12) are sufficient to prove the conservation property.

To conclude the discussion about the Eulerian Riemann problem, we emphasise that for the
entropy we invoke the same argument to that proposed for the consistency conditions. Namely, we
do not simply impose the following inequality (see also [34]),

−

[
h∑

k=1
Λk (Σk+1 − Σk)

]
lf,rf

+ (Θ(Urf ) − Θ(Ulf )) npf

− (∆xlf + ∆xrf )Φ(∆xlf , ∆xrf , Ulf , Urf , Blf , Brf )npf ≤ 0,

but we ask for the more general node-based version around the node p,

∑
f∈SF(p)

lpf

[
−

[
J∑

k=1
Λk (Σk+1 − Σk)

]
lf,rf

+ (Θ(Urf ) − Θ(Ulf )) npf (13)

− (∆xlf + ∆xrf )Φnpf
(∆xlf , ∆xrf , Ulf , Urf , Blf , Brf )

]
≤ 0.

We will see that this is sufficient to ensure the decrease of the total entropy in the entire domain.
In particular, further explanations about the entropy stability will be given in sections 3.5.3 and
4.4.

3.1.2. The Lagrangian case
Let us now apply the same reasoning to the Lagrangian counterpart of the equations. We

recall that we also present the problem step by step in Lagrangian coordinates because they will
be useful for defining the solution of the (Eulerian) Riemann problem and thus the numerical flux.
Indeed, this is due both to the fact that the idea of the nodal parameter comes from the Lagrangian
framework (nodal velocity used to move the mesh in a compatible manner), and also because the
formulation of the 2D SW equations in Lagrangian coordinates is easier to manipulate.

11



Hence, thanks to the Lagrange-to-Euler mapping we introduced in the previous section, we can
write the Lagrangian Riemann problem [34]:

(RPL) :


∂Vnpf

∂t
+

∂[Gnpf
(V)]

∂mnpf

= Pnpf
,

Vnpf
(mnpf

, 0) =
{

Vlf if mnpf
< 0,

Vrf if mnpf
≥ 0.

Assumptions analogous to those made for the Eulerian solver also apply to the Lagrangian solver
Wpf,L = Wpf,L(Vlf , Vrf , Blf , Brf , npf , ξL, up) with ξL = m

t and where L stands for Lagrangian.
Then, once again, the approximate solution is given by piece-wise constant data separated by J
discontinuities with speeds λk, k = 1, . . . , J ,

Wpf,L(Vlf , Vrf , Blf , Brf , npf , ξL, up) =



V1 = Vlf if ξL < λ1,
...

Vk if λk−1 < ξL ≤ λk, k = 2, . . . , J,
...

VJ+1 = Vrf if λJ ≤ ξL.

(14)

As for the Eulerian simple Riemann solver, for a two-point scheme, we would impose the classical
face-based Lagrangian consistency condition in the interval [−∆mlf , ∆mrf ] × [0, ∆t],

−

[
J∑

k=1
λk (Vk+1 − Vk)

]
lf,rf

+ (G(Vrf ) − G(Vlf )) npf (15)

− (∆mlf + ∆mrf )Pnpf
(∆mlf , ∆mrf , Vlf , Vrf , Blf , Brf ) = 0,

with space steps ∆mlf , ∆mrf and G = G(V) the Lagrangian flux tensor in R3 × R2. Once again,
for the multi-point scheme, we only ask for the generalized node-based version of these conditions,
namely

∑
f∈SF(p)

lpf

[
−

[
J∑

k=1
λk (Vk+1 − Vk)

]
lf,rf

+ (G(Vrf ) − G(Vlf )) npf (16)

− (∆mlf + ∆mrf )Pnpf
(∆mlf , ∆mrf , Vlf , Vrf , Blf , Brf )

]
= 0.

Finally, to ensure the entropy decrease, the Lagrangian Riemann solver will satisfy the following
node-based conditions:

∑
f∈SF(p)

lpf

[
−

[
J∑

k=1
λk (σk+1 − σk)

]
lf,rf

+ (θ(Vrf ) − θ(Vlf )) npf (17)

− (∆mlf + ∆mrf )ϕnpf
(∆mlf , ∆mrf , Vlf , Vrf , Blf , Brf )

]
≤ 0.

3.2. Subface flux approximation by means of a Riemann solver
In this section, we exploit the Riemann problems and solvers we previously described to propose

a possible approximation for the subface fluxes.
12



3.2.1. The Eulerian case
Given the space and time increments, ∆xlf and ∆t respectively, we integrate the Eulerian

Riemann problem (RP) over the space-time domain [−∆xlf , 0] × [0, ∆t] to obtain the left-sided
subface flux F̃−

pf = F̃−
pf (Ulf , Urf , Blf , Brf , npf , up):

F̃pf ≡ F̃−
pf = F(Ulf )npf −

∫ 0

−∞
[Wpf,E(Ulf , Urf , Blf , Brf , npf , ξ, up) − Ulf ] dξ, (18)

or, equivalently, F−
pf = F̃−

pf + ∆xLSnpf
. A similar formula for the right-sided subface flux F̃pf ≡

F̃+
pf = F̃+

pf (Ulf , Urf , Blf , Brf , −npf , up) can be found by integrating over [0, ∆xrf ] × [0, ∆t] :

F̃+
pf = F(Urf )(−npf ) +

∫ +∞

0
[Wpf,E(Urf , Ulf , Brf , Blf , npf , ξ, up) − Urf ] dξ. (19)

However and for the sake of clarity, remark that in the finite volume formula (9), we will choose
to use the left-sided flux, namely F̃pf ≡ F̃−

pf .
Then, thanks to the simple Riemann solver (10) we defined in the previous section, we are able

to provide the following approximations for the subface fluxes (18) and (19),

F̃−
pf = Fnpf

(Ulf ) −

[
J∑

k=1
Λ(−)

k (Uk+1 − Uk)
]

lf,rf

, (20)

and

F̃+
pf = Fnpf

(Urf ) −

[
J∑

k=1
Λ(+)

k (Uk+1 − Uk)
]

lf,rf

, (21)

where Λ(−)
k = 1

2 (|Λk| − Λk) and Λ(+)
k = 1

2 (|Λk| + Λk). At this stage, in a two-point flux-splitting
method, in order to find the consistency conditions, we would integrate over [−∆xlf , ∆xrf ]×[0, ∆t],
obtaining formula (15). This would be equivalent to impose the following face-based jump condition
across 0,

F̃+
pf − F̃−

pf = (∆xlf + ∆xrf )Snpf
(∆xlf , ∆xrf , Ulf , Urf , Blf , Brf ).

However, as we previously said, we will not use the face-based consistency conditions (15) but the
more general node-based ones (16), which would be equivalent to impose a general node-based
jump condition:∑

f∈SF(p)

lpf

[
F̃+

pf − F̃−
pf

]
=

∑
f∈SF(p)

lpf (∆xlf + ∆xrf )Snpf
(∆xlf , ∆xrf , Ulf , Urf , Blf , Brf ). (22)

Namely, we are imposing that the sum of the difference of the fluxes over the subfaces around
the node p is compensated by the sum of the source term approximations across each interface
impinging on the node p.

3.2.2. The Lagrangian case
Finally, once again we provide the subface fluxes definitions for the Lagrangian counterpart of

the equations. The left-sided Lagrangian subface flux is given by

G̃pf ≡ G̃−
pf = G(Vlf )npf −

∫ 0

−∞
[Wpf,L(Vlf , Vrf , Blf , Brf , npf , ξL, up) − Vlf ] dξL,
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and using the simple Riemann solver (14) we get,

G̃−
pf = Gnpf

(Vlf ) −

[
J∑

k=1
λ

(−)
k (Vk+1 − Uk)

]
lf,rf

,

and

G̃+
pf = Gnpf

(Vrf ) −

[
J∑

k=1
λ

(+)
k (Vk+1 − Uk)

]
lf,rf

.

Once again, the generalized node-based consistency conditions (16) would be equivalent to impose∑
f∈SF(p)

lpf

[
G̃+

pf − G̃−
pf

]
=

∑
f∈SF(p)

lpf (∆mlf + ∆mrf )Pnpf
(∆mlf , ∆mrf , Vlf , Vrf , Blf , Brf ).

(23)

To conclude this section, we highlight that the difference between the right and left-sided
Eulerian fluxes coincides with the difference between the right and the left-sided Lagrangian fluxes:

F̃+
pf − F̃−

pf = G̃+
pf − G̃−

pf .

We do not show here all the computations for such a formula but we simply refer to [36] for it.
Hence, the generalized node-based consistency conditions (12) (or equivalently (22)) in Eulerian
coordinates revealed themselves to be equivalent to the ones in Lagrangian coordinates: either (16)
or (23).

3.3. Lagrangian simple Riemann solver for SW equations
Let us now enter the details of the simple Riemann solver we use for the SW system. We make

the restrictive assumption to consider the left and right waves as shock discontinuities: this allows
us to apply the jump conditions across each wave. We start by the Lagrangian version of the
solver, as the simpler formulation of the equations and the ordered eigenvalues make the discussion
easier. Moreover, here we drop the subscript pf to lighten the notations.

As the system admits three distinct eigenvalues, the Lagrangian solver (14) is naturally com-
posed of four states Vl, V⋆

l , V⋆
r and Vr, respectively separated by discontinuities of speeds −λl,

0 and λr in the (m, t) plane:

WL

(
Vl, Vr,

m

t

)
=


Vl if m

t ≤ −λl,

V⋆
l if − λl < m

t ≤ 0,

V⋆
r if 0 < m

t ≤ λr,

Vr if λr < m
t .

λl and λr are positive real parameters that should respectively approximate al

τl
and ar

τr
. Then,

λl and λr are also further constrained to ensure the positivity and entropy stability properties
of the Riemann solver following the methodology introduced in [32, 34, 33, 35] and revised in
[15, 36]. We will discuss them in sections 3.5.2 and 3.5.3. Observe that the three waves −λl, 0, λr

are automatically ordered, hence no ambiguity arises. The left and right state components read
VS = (τS , un,S , ut,S)t and the intermediate states components are V⋆

S = (τ⋆
S , u⋆

n,S , u⋆
t,S)t for

S = l, r. The jump condition for τ across the second wave (of null velocity) yields

0(τ⋆
r − τ⋆

l ) − (u⋆
n,r − u⋆

n,l) = 0 and thus u⋆
n,r = u⋆

n,l ≡ u⋆
n.
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Therefore, the jump conditions for τ boils down to

λl(τ⋆
l − τl) − (u⋆

n − un,l) = 0, (24a)
λr(τ⋆

r − τr) + (u⋆
n − un,r) = 0. (24b)

Now, following [15, 36], we complete the Lagrangian Riemann solver characterization introducing
the intermediate fluxes for S = l, r

G̃n,S = (−ũn,S , p̃S , 0)t,

which satisfy the system

λl(V⋆
l − Vl) + G̃n,l − Gn,l = 0, (25a)

−λr(Vr − V⋆
r) + Gn,r − G̃n,r = 0, (25b)

where Gn,S = Gn(VS). Combining the first components of (25a), (25b) with (24a), (24b) leads
to ũn,l = u⋆

n = ũn,r. We arrive at the following expressions of the intermediate states and fluxes
for S = l, r,

V⋆
S =

 τ⋆
S

u⋆
n

u⋆
t,S

 , G̃n,S =

−u⋆
n

p̃S

0

 .

As such the system of 6 equations for 7 unknowns is given by (25a) and (25b), that is

(Sl)


λl(τ⋆

l − τl) − (u⋆
n − un,l) = 0,

λl(u⋆
n − un,l) + p̃l − pl = 0,

λl(u⋆
t,l − ut,l) = 0,

(Sr)


λr(τ⋆

r − τr) + u⋆
n − un,r = 0,

λr(u⋆
n − un,r) − (p̃r − pr) = 0,

λr(u⋆
t,r − ut,r) = 0.

The left and right tangential velocities are simply given by the third equations: u⋆
t,S = ut,S as

λS , 0 for S = l, r. Next, the intermediate normal velocity u⋆
n is viewed as a parameter to express

the 4 remaining unknowns, τ⋆
l/r and p̃l/r. In other words, given λS > 0 and u⋆

n, we computeτ⋆
l = τl + (u⋆

n − un,l)
λl

,

p̃l = pl − λl(u⋆
n − un,l)

τ⋆
r = τr − (u⋆

n − un,r)
λr

,

p̃r = pr + λr(u⋆
n − un,r).

The last unknown is the velocity u⋆
n, that we shall determine in the next subsection 3.4 by using

the generalized consistency conditions (16). As already specified, the latter would be equivalent
to impose the node-based jump condition across the 0-wave of each subface around a given node
(23). Hence, to conclude this section and since it will be shortly necessary, let us compute the
jump across the 0-wave,

G̃n,r − G̃n,l − (∆mlf + ∆mrf )Pnpf
(26)

= λl(V⋆
L − Vl) − λr(VR − V⋆

r) + Gn,r − Gn,l − (∆mlf + ∆mrf )Pnpf
(27)

= (p̃r − p̃l + gh∆Blr)e2, (28)

where, for the latter equality, we used the expression of the components of G̃n,r and G̃n,l. In
particular, we recall that e2 = (0, 1, 0)t and highlight that G̃+

pf − G̃−
pf = G̃n,r − G̃n,l. Then, we

sum the second equations of (SL) and (SR), obtaining

p̃r − p̃l = (λl + λr)
{

u⋆
n −

[
λlun,l + λrun,r

λl + λr
− (pr − pl)

λr + λl

]}
,
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which leads to

p̃r − p̃l + gh∆Blr = (λl + λr)
{

u⋆
n −

[
λlun,l + λrun,r

λl + λr
− (pr − pl + gh∆B)lr

λr + λl

]}
= (λl + λr)(u⋆

n − uGod
n ),

(29)

where
uGod

n = λlun,l + λrun,r

λl + λr
− (pr − pl + gh∆Blr)

λr + λl
. (30)

Notice that this normal velocity, when no source terms is present, corresponds to the classical
Godunov acoustic velocity, refer for instance to [64]. From this definition and (29), we conclude
that if u⋆

n = uGod
n (resp. u⋆

n , uGod
n ), then the simple Lagrangian Riemann solver is (resp. not)

classically consistent with its underlying balance law and induces (resp. does not induce) a classical
conservative Godunov-type finite volume scheme. The case u⋆

n = uGod
n is the classical case, here

called two-point solver. In this work, we further investigate the second case for which in general
u⋆

n , uGod
n and we shall demonstrate how to retrieve a globally conservative finite volume scheme

by means of node-based conservation conditions.
Finally, observe that the source term approximation gh∆Blr at the interface has not yet been

given. It will be defined according to the well-balanced property in section 3.5.1.

3.4. The Lagrangian nodal solver
In this section, the nodal parameter up is explained: what is its role in the Riemann solver and

how to compute it by using the node-based consistency conditions (16). Thanks to these condi-
tions, up will contain the information coming from all the cells around the node p. By feeding up

to the flux G̃pf (or F̃pf in Eulerian coordinates), the state variables in the cells around p will be
updated using information from all the cells around them, even those with which they only share
a single vertex.

Let us start by reformulating the node-based consistency conditions (16) using equality (26):∑
f∈SF(p)

lpf (p̃rf − p̃lf + gh∆Blr,f )e2 = 0,

and which implies ∑
f∈SF(p)

lpf (p̃rf − p̃lf + gh∆Blr,f )npf = 0, (31)

where we used

(∆mlf + ∆mrf )Pnpf
(∆mlf , ∆mrf , Ulf , Urf ) =

 0
−gh∆Blr,f

0

 .

Remark that, at this stage, it is necessary to resume the pf (node-face) notation. We also observe
that (31) can be seen as the approximation of ∇p + gh∇B in the dual cell ωp =

⋃
c∈C(p)

ωpc, which

we could interpret as the ”lake at rest” equilibrium around the node and which will lead to the
well-balancedness of the scheme.

Then, we notice that u⋆
npf

is still an unknown parameter attached to each subface impinging
at node p. Thus, the number of unknown parameters at node p is much greater than the number
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of equations given by the nodal condition (31). To close this system of equations, we assume that
u⋆

npf
corresponds to the projection of the unknown nodal vector up onto the unit normal npf , that

is for all p and f
u⋆

npf
= up · npf .

This fundamental assumption drastically reduces the number of unknowns to the vector unknown
up, which can be interpreted as an approximation of the nodal velocity. Thanks to (29) and (30),
we are able to express conditions (31) as∑

f∈SF(p)

lpf (λl,f + λr,f )(up · npf − uGod
npf

)npf = 0. (32)

Finally, the node-based condition (31) (or equivalently (32)) boils down to the system

Mp up = wp, (33)

where up is the unknown and

Mp =
∑

f∈SF(p)

lpf (λl,f + λr,f )(npf ⊗ npf ), wp =
∑

f∈SF(p)

lpf (λl,f + λr,f )uGod
npf

npf .

This system, called a nodal solver [48, 61, 36], always admits a unique solution which provides
an approximation of the nodal velocity up, given physical states and wave speeds for all faces
impinging at current node.

3.5. Properties of the Lagrangian Riemann solver
At this stage, it only remains to define a coherent definition of the source term Mnpf

=
gh∆Blr,f and of the wave speeds λlf , λrf . The latter will be determined so that the Riemann
solver is positivity- and entropy-preserving. The source term approximation is found by asking for
the well-balanced property. An obvious adaptation of the notations will be used as needed.

3.5.1. Well-balanced property
In the development of the simple Lagrangian Riemann solver we have stated that the contri-

bution of the bottom topography gh∆Blr,f is an appropriate mean value of the source term at the
interface. To determine this term, we enforce that the simple Lagrangian Riemann solver satisfies
the well-balanced condition: V∗

lf = Vlf and V∗
rf = Vrf if Vlf and Vrf verify the steady Lake at

Rest (LaR) solution, see also [33, 19].
Hence, let us assume that the left and right states verify 1

τSf
+ BSf = η and un,Sf = ut,Sf = 0

for S = l, r. Then, the nodal solver should produce up = 0 to respect the LaR solution. To obtain
such a solution, for all faces f impinging at point p, we must retrieve uGod

npf
= 0. Indeed, in this

way, system (33) would be homogeneous, with the null solution the only possible one. Under the
LaR condition, formula (30) reads

uGod
npf

= λlf un,lf + λrf un,rf

λlf + λrf
− (prf − plf + gh∆Blr,f )

λrf + λlf
= − (prf − plf + gh∆Blr,f )

λrf + λlf
.

Hence, to obtain uGod
npf

= 0, we simply need to impose

prf − plf + gh∆Blr,f = 0,
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and thus

gh∆Blr,f = g
hrf + hlf

2 (Brf − Blf ), (34)

where ∆Blr,f = Brf − Blf , and hlr,f = hrf + hlf

2 . Once that up = 0 has been proved, it is clear
that u⋆

npf
= 0 and that τ⋆

lf = τlf , τ⋆
rf = τrf p̃lf = plf and, finally, p̃rf = prf .

3.5.2. Positivity-preserving
In order to ensure the positivity of the specific volumes, we need to restrict the wave speed

values λS > 0 from below. In particular, from the first equations of (SL) and (SR), we deduce the
following conditions:

λl ≥ −u⋆
n − un,l

τl
, and λr ≥ u⋆

n − un,r

τr
, (35)

which are still parametrized by the normal velocity u⋆
n. Hence, such conditions are usually verified

a posteriori and then, an iterative procedure is used when necessary.
Including constraints (35) along with the usual conditions λl ≥ al

τl
and λr ≥ ar

τr
, we observe

that we could directly impose

λl ≥ al

τl

[
1 + (u⋆

n − un,l)(−)

al

]
, and λr ≥ ar

τr

[
1 + (u⋆

n − un,r)(+)

ar

]
, (36)

where we recall a =
√

gh.

3.5.3. Entropy-preserving
To prove that the Riemann solver is entropy-stable, we need to verify conditions (17), which

also read∑
f∈SF(p)

lpf (λlf (E∗
lf − Elf ) − λrf (Erf − E∗

rf ) + prf urf − plf ulf + ghu∆Blr,f ) ≤ 0. (37)

In particular, for each face, we are looking for two sufficient conditions on λlf and λrf so that

λl(E∗
L − EL) + p̃Lu∗

npf
− pLuL ≤ 0 (38)

and

−λr(ER − E∗
R) + pRuR − p̃Ru∗

npf
≤ 0. (39)

If conditions (38)-(39) are satisfied, we obtain∑
f∈SF(p)

lpf (λlf (E∗
lf − Elf ) − λrf (Erf − E∗

rf ) + prf urf − plf ulf + ghu∆Blr,f )

≤
∑

f∈SF(p)

lpf ((p̃R − p̃L)u∗
npf

+ ghu∆Blr,f ).
(40)

Note that the term ghu∆Blr,f has not been specified yet. Considering the previous section about
the well-balanced property, here we propose to use ghu∆Blr,f = gu∗

npf

hrf + hlf

2 (Brf − Blf ).
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Hence, from inequality (40) and relations (29)-(30), we get∑
f∈SF(p)

lpf (λlf (E∗
lf − Elf ) − λrf (Erf − E∗

rf ) + prf urf − plf ulf + ghu∆Blr,f )

≤
∑

f∈SF(p)

lpf (λlf + λrf )(u⋆
npf

− uGod
npf

)u∗
npf

=
∑

f∈SF(p)

lpf (λlf + λrf )(u⋆
npf

− uGod
npf

)up · npf

=
∑

f∈SF(p)

up ·
(

lpf (λlf + λrf )(u⋆
npf

− uGod
npf

)npf

)

=up ·

 ∑
f∈SF(p)

lpf (λlf + λrf )(u⋆
npf

− uGod
npf

)npf


=up ·

 ∑
f∈SF(p)

lpf (λlf + λrf )(up · npf − uGod
npf

)npf

 = up · 0 = 0,

(41)

where we used u∗
npf

= up · npf and the second-to-last equality holds thanks to the nodal solver
(32). Hence, condition (37) is proved provided that conditions (38), (39) hold true. Some algebraic
computations show that these conditions are respectively satisfied if

λlf ≥
√

gh∗
lf hlf (42)

and

λrf ≥
√

gh∗
rf hrf . (43)

Remark 1. We highlight that conditions (36),(42),(43) are implicit, hence an iterative procedure
is required to ensure that they are satisfied. To start the iterative process, as initial guess for λl

and λr, we may either use conditions (36) or

λlf = max(
√

ghlf hlf ,

√
max(hlf ([∆p] + gh∆B), 0), −[∆u]hlf ),

λrf = max(
√

ghrf hrf ,

√
max(−hrf ([∆p] + gh∆B), 0), −[∆u]hrf ),

with [∆X] = Xr − Xl. The latter conditions have been obtained analyzing the 1D Riemann solver,
see [36] for more details.

Remark 2. We highlight that the two-point scheme would have required the same conditions
(36),(42),(43) to assure the positivity- and entropy-stability property.

3.6. Eulerian simple Riemann solver
Let us deduce the corresponding Eulerian simple Riemann solver. Relying on the first relations

of (Sr) and (Sl), we can deduce the Eulerian wave speeds Λl, Λ0 and Λr from their Lagrangian
counterparts λl, λ0 = 0 and λr as

Λl = un,l − λlτl = u⋆
n − λlτ

⋆
l , Λ0 = u⋆

n, Λr = u⋆
n + λrτ⋆

r = un,r + λrτr.
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Provided that the Lagrangian approximate Riemann solver preserves the positivity of specific vol-
umes, i.e., τ⋆

S ≥ 0, then these Eulerian wave speeds are ordered: Λl ≤ Λ0 ≤ Λr. The positivity
holds true granted that the Lagrangian wave speeds satisfy condition (35). The Eulerian approxi-
mate Riemann solver is deduced from its Lagrangian counterpart as follows

WE

(
Ul, Ur,

xn

t

)
=


Ul if xn

t ≤ Λl,

U⋆
l = U(V⋆

l ) if Λl < xn
t ≤ Λ0,

U⋆
r = U(V⋆

r) if Λ0 < xn
t ≤ Λr,

Ur if Λr < xn
t .

Here, V 7→ U(V) is the Lagrange-to-Euler mapping defined by

V = τ(U − he1) + τe1, where e1 = (1, 0, 0)t.

The Eulerian intermediate states read U⋆
S = (h⋆

S , h⋆
Su⋆

n, h⋆
Su⋆

t,S)t, while the Eulerian intermediate
fluxes are given by F̃n,S = (h⋆

Su⋆
n, h⋆

S(u⋆
n)2 + p̃S , h⋆

Su⋆
nu⋆

t,S)t, knowing that h⋆
S = (τ⋆

S)−1 for
S = l, r. We observe that the Eulerian approximate Riemann solver is also parametrized by
the normal star-velocity. More importantly, by construction, the Eulerian approximate Riemann
solver inherits the properties of its Lagrangian counterpart. Hence, the Eulerian Riemann solver
is equally well-balanced, positivity- and entropy-preserving. See [36] for more details about the
derivation of an Euler solver from its Lagrangian counterpart.

Remark 3. While in Lagrangian coordinates we observed G̃+
pf − G̃−

pf = G̃n,r − G̃n,l, the corre-
sponding is generally not true in Eulerian coordinates:

F̃+
pf − F̃−

pf = F̃n,r − F̃n,l − Λ0(U⋆
r − U⋆

l ).

4. 2D finite volume scheme: properties and second-order extension

In this section, we discuss and analyze the multi-point finite volume scheme. We first high-
light the difference between the multi-point and two-point formulations and how the multi-point
scheme incorporates the source term. Then, we prove that the multi-point is positivity preserving,
conservative and entropy-stable by following the lines of work [36]. We conclude by proving the
well-balanced property and presenting the second-order version of the method, which preserves all
of the properties of its first-order counterpart.

4.1. Eulerian multi-point finite volume scheme
We recall that the multi-dimensional finite volume scheme reads

Un+1
c − Un

c + ∆t

|ωc|
∑

p∈P(c)

∑
f∈SF(pc)

lpcf F̃pcf = 0, (44)

where F̃pcf is the left-sided flux with respect to the subface f and the unit outward normal npcf .
The left- and right-sided fluxes between cells c and d ≡ d(c, f) (notice that c ≡ c(d, f)) for a simple
Eulerian Riemann solver are respectively given by (20) and (21). Taking the arithmetic average
of the left and the right-sides fluxes in the normal direction npcf allows us to define the averaged
flux on the subface f ,

FAV

npcf
= 1

2
[
Fnpcf

(Uc) + Fnpcf
(Ud)

]
− 1

2

[
m∑

k=1
|Λk|(Uk+1 − Uk)

]
c,d

. (45)
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(a) Cell-based notation. (b) Face-based notation.

Figure 4: Fragment of the computational grid in the vicinity of point p: flux notation.

Since the difference between the right and left-sided Eulerian fluxes coincides with the Lagrangian
one, that is

F̃+
npcf

− F̃−
npcf

= G̃+
npcf

− G̃−
npcf

= (p̃d − p̃c) e2,

combining the foregoing equation with formula (45), we arrive at

F̃−
npcf

= 1
2
[
Fnpcf

(Uc) + Fnpcf
(Ud)

]
− 1

2

[
m∑

k=1
|Λk|(Uk+1 − Uk)

]
c,d

− λc + λd

2

[
up · npcf − uGod,ws

npcf

]
e2,

(46)

with uGod
npcf

= uGod,ws
npcf − gh∆Blr,pf (where ”ws” stands for ”without source”). Formula (46) can

also be expressed as in the following,

F̃npcf
≡ F̃−

npcf
= FAV

npcf
− 1

2 [p̃d − p̃c] e2

= FAV

npcf
− λc + λd

2

[
up · npcf − uGod,ws

npcf

]
e2

= FAV

npcf
− λc + λd

2

[
up · npcf − uGod

npcf

]
e2 +1

2gh∆Blr,pf e2

= Fnpcf
+1

2Mnpcf
,

(47)

where Fnpcf
= FAV

npcf
−λc + λd

2

[
up · npcf − uGod

npcf

]
e2, Mnpcf

= (0, gh∆Blr,pf , 0)t with gh∆Blr,pf =

g
hLpf + hRpf

2 (BRpf − BLpf ). Refer also to figure 4 for the flux notation. Hence, the multi-point
finite volume scheme (44) also reads

Un+1
c − Un

c + ∆t

|ωc|
∑

p∈P(c)

∑
f∈SF(pc)

lpcf (Fpcf + 1
2Mpcf ) = 0,

where wpcf Spcf = − lpcf

2 Mpcf .
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Observe that, for the classical two-point scheme, we would simply have F̃npcf
= FAV

npcf
+1

2Mnpcf
,

or alternatively, F−
npcf

= F+
npcf

= FAV

npcf
. Therefore, for the two-point scheme, the conservation

is simply retrieved by cancellation when summation over the cells is invoked. Hence, the explicit
expression of the numerical flux (47) shows that, in the unlikely event up · npcf = uGod

npcf
, we

retrieve the classical conservative face-based finite volume scheme. This happens for instance
when the initial solution satisfies the LaR steady state or for trivial solutions. Otherwise, the
general situation up · npcf , uGod

npcf
occurs. We recall that the value of up is the approximate

solution of the nodal solver (32), while uGod
npcf

is explicitly given by (30).

4.2. Preservation of the definition domain: time step condition
In this section, we introduce the concept of invariant domain [9], namely a region where, for

any initial condition U0 inside the region, the solution of the hyperbolic system stays within the
domain for all time t > 0. In the case of the shallow water system, the definition domain is DE =
{U such that h > 0}. For the Lagrangian counterpart, we clearly have DL = {V such that τ > 0}.
Remark that DE and DL are convex and we shall study under which condition on the time step
∆t our finite volume discretization preserves the definition domain.

Using the following geometric identity∑
p∈P(c)

∑
f∈SF(pc)

lpcf npcf = 0, (48)

the multi-dimensional finite volume scheme (9) also reads

Un+1
c − Un

c + ∆t

|ωc|
∑

p∈P(c)

∑
f∈SF(pc)

lpcf

[
F̃pcf − F(Un

c )npcf

]
= 0. (49)

We already proved that the approximate Eulerian Riemann solver is DE -preserving, that is, if
Un

c ∈ DE then Wpcf,E(ξ) ∈ DE for all ξ ∈ R. Hence, we aim to prove that the multi-point scheme
(49) is itself DE -preserving, that is, Un+1

c ∈ DE if Un
c ∈ DE . To this end, we introduce ξmin

pcf ≥ 0
such that

Wpcf,E(ξ) = Un
c , for ξ < −ξmin

pcf .

Formulation (18) allows us to develop the subface flux expression as follows

F̃pcf = F(Un
c )npcf + ξmin

pcf Un
c −

∫ 0

−ξmin
pcf

Wpcf,E(ξ) dξ.

Substituting the subface flux into scheme (49) and collecting the terms, we arrive at

Un+1
c =

1 − ∆t

|ωc|
∑

p∈P(c)

∑
f∈SF(pc)

lpcf ξmin
pcf

Un
c + ∆t

|ωc|
∑

p∈P(c)

∑
f∈SF(pc)

lpcf

∫ 0

−ξmin
pcf

Wpcf,E(ξ) dξ.

At this stage, we only need to show that Un+1
c is a convex combination of Un

c and the intermediate
states of the subface-based approximate Riemann solvers. Thus, Un+1

c ∈ DE provided that the
time step satisfies the following condition:

∆t ≤ |ωc|∑
p∈P(c)

∑
f∈SF(pc)

lpcf ξmin
pcf

= ∆tc. (50)
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Finally, to ensure that Un+1
c ∈ DE for all c, we impose the global time-step condition

∆t ≤ min
c

∆tc. (51)

In practice, the latter condition is ensured provided that

∆t ≤ min
c

 |ωc|∑
p∈P(c)

∑
f∈SF(pc)

lpcf max(|Λpcf,L|, |Λpcf,R|)

 , (52)

in view of the approximate Riemann solver we previously presented.

4.3. Conservation property
In this section, we show that the presented subface-based finite volume scheme is conservative

when there is no source term. We do not provide all the details but we refer the reader to [36] for
a similar argument for systems of conservation laws.

We have already seen that the multi-point finite volume scheme reads

|ωc|(Un+1
c − Un

c ) + ∆t
∑

p∈P(c)

∑
f∈SF(pc)

lpcf F̃pcf = 0.

Neglecting the boundary conditions, such a method is conservative in the classical way (if there is
no source term) or ”balanced” if and only if∑

c

|ωc|(Un+1
c − Un

c ) = −∆t
∑

c

∑
p∈P(c)

∑
f∈SF(pc)

lpcf

2 Mpcf ,

hence, if and only if ∑
c

∑
p∈P(c)

∑
f∈SF(pc)

lpcf (F̃pcf − 1
2Mpcf ) = 0,

or equivalently ∑
p

∑
c∈C(p)

∑
f∈SF(pc)

lpcf (F̃pcf − 1
2Mpcf ) = 0,

where C(p) is the set of cells sharing the point p. Therefore, a sufficient condition to ensure the
conservation property reads∑

c∈C(p)

∑
f∈SF(pc)

lpcf (F̃pcf − 1
2Mpcf ) = 0 ∀p. (53)

The latter condition can be reformulated as∑
f∈SF(p)

lpf (F̃−
pf + F̃+

pf − Mpcf ) = 0 ∀p, (54)

where we used the fact the sum over the cells c sharing p of the fluxes attached to the subfaces
impinging at p is equal to the sum over the left-sided and the right-sided fluxes attached to the
subfaces impinging at p. In the previous equation, F̃−

pf (resp. F̃+
pf ) denotes respectively the left-

sided (resp. right-sided) flux attached to the subface f . It is then clear that, using formulas as
(18) of the previous section, conditions (54) lead to the generalized consistency conditions (12),
which we already proved to be satisfied for each node p in section 3.4.
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4.4. Entropy-stability
In section 3.5.3, we showed that the approximate Riemann solver is entropy-stable under ap-

propriate conditions on the speeds of propagation. Thanks to this, we will now prove that the
multi-point finite volume scheme (44) is entropy-stable as well.

Let us recall that Un+1
c is a convex combination of Un

c and 1
ξmin

pcf

∫ 0

−ξmin
pcf

Wpcf,E(ξ) dξ, provided

that Un
c ∈ DE , Wpcf,E(ξ) ∈ DE and ∆t satisfies the time step conditions (50)-(51), see section 4.2.

Exploiting this fact and the convexity of the entropy, it follows

Σn+1
c ≤

1 − ∆t

|ωc|
∑

p∈P(c)

∑
f∈SF(pc)

lpcf ξmin
pcf

Σn
c

+ ∆t

|ωc|
∑

p∈P(c)

∑
f∈SF(pc)

lpcf ξmin
pcf Σ

(
1

ξmin
pcf

∫ 0

−ξmin
pcf

Wpcf,E(ξ) dξ

)
,

and then
Σn+1

c − Σn
c ≤ ∆t

|ωc|
∑

p∈P(c)

∑
f∈SF(pc)

lpcf

∫ 0

−∞
(Σ(Wpcf,E(ξ)) − Σn

c ) dξ,

where we used that, if ξ ≤ ξmin
pcf , then Wpcf,E(ξ) = Un

c , together with the Jensen inequality.
Finally, using the geometric identity (48), we get

Σn+1
c −Σn

c + ∆t

|ωc|
∑

p∈P(c)

∑
f∈SF(pc)

lpcf

[
Θ(Un

c ) · npcf −
∫ 0

−∞
(Σ(Wpcf,E(ξ)) − Σ(Un

c )) dξ

]
≤ 0, (55)

which clearly is the discrete counterpart of the continuous entropy inequality (5). As such, it is
natural to define the subface entropy flux as

Θ̃pcf = Θ(Un
c ) · npcf −

∫ 0

−∞
(Σ(Wpcf,E(ξ)) − Σ(Un

c )) dξ, (56)

so that inequality (55) becomes

Σn+1
c − Σn

c + ∆t

|ωc|
∑

p∈P(c)

∑
f∈SF(pc)

lpcf Θ̃pcf ≤ 0, (57)

or, equivalently,

Σn+1
c − Σn

c + ∆t

|ωc|
∑

p∈P(c)

∑
f∈SF(pc)

lpcf (Θpcf − wlpcf

lpcf
Φpcf ) ≤ 0

with Θ̃pcf = Θpcf − wlpcf

lpcf
Φpcf . Similarly, in Lagrangian coordinates we get

σn+1
c − σn

c + ∆t

|ωc|
∑

p∈P(c)

∑
f∈SF(pc)

lpcf θ̃pcf ≤ 0.

At this stage, we have all the ingredients to prove that the total entropy ΣB over the the
computational domain (neglecting the boundary conditions) is non increasing, that is∑

c

|ωc|
(
Σn+1

c − Σn
c

)
≤ ∆t

∑
c

∑
p∈P(c)

∑
f∈SF(pc)

wlpcfΦpcf . (58)
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Thanks to the local in-cell inequality (57), we can state that the global entropy inequality (58)
holds true provided that ∑

c

∑
p∈P(c)

∑
f∈SF(p)

lpcf (Θ̃pcf + wlpcf

lpcf
Φpcf ) ≥ 0,

or equivalently ∑
p

∑
c∈C(p)

∑
f∈SF(p)

lpcf (Θ̃pcf + wlpcf

lpcf
Φpcf ) ≥ 0,

where C(p) is the set of cells sharing the point p. Therefore, to ensure that the finite volume scheme
satisfies the global entropy inequality (58), it is sufficient to prove that∑

c∈C(p)

∑
f∈SF(p)

lpcf (Θ̃pcf + wlpcf

lpcf
Φpcf ) ≥ 0. (59)

Similarly to what we have done in section 4.3 (formulas (53)-(54)), condition (59) can be reformu-
lated as ∑

f∈SF(p)

lpf

(
Θ̃l

pf + Θ̃r
pf + 2wlpcf

lpcf
Φpcf

)
≥ 0,

and thus,∑
f∈SF(p)

lpf

[
Θ̃l

pf (Ulf , Urf , npf , vp) + Θ̃r
pf (Urf , Ulf , −npf , up) + 2wlpcf

lpcf
Φpcf

]
≥ 0.

Finally, using the expression of the subface entropy flux (56) in terms of the simple Riemann solver
and the symmetry assumption of the approximate Riemann solver Wpf,E , we arrive at conditions
(13). The latter have already been proved in section 3.5.3 under the assumption of conditions
(42)-(43) on the speeds of propagation.

4.5. Well-balanced property
Previously, we demonstrated that both the Eulerian (RP) and Lagrangian (RPL) approximate

Riemann solvers are well-balanced. In this section, we briefly establish that this property extends
to the multi-dimensional finite volume scheme (44), namely it preserves the LaR steady states
without any further modification. To prove this, we assume that uc = (0, 0)t and hc +Bc = η with
η a constant and for each cell c. For the sake of simplicity, let us consider the flux F̃npf

in the
normal direction npf to a given face f . It immediately follows that uGod

npf
= 0 and u∗

npf
= 0 thanks

to definition (34) for the source term gh∆Blr,f . As a result, the first and third components of the
flux F̃npcf

are clearly null. Now, considering the second component of the flux, we are left with
F̃(2)

npcf = 1
2 [ppcf + ppdf ] + 1

2 gh∆Blr,pcf . Hence, we have∑
p∈P(c)

∑
f∈SF(pc)

lpcf

2
[
ppdf + pc + gh∆Blr,pcf

]
npcf =

∑
p∈P(c)

∑
f∈SF(pc)

lpcf

2
[
ppdf − pc + gh∆Blr,pcf

]
npcf = 0,

where, for the first equality, we used the geometric identity (48).
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4.6. Second-order extension
The second-order extension of the finite volume scheme (44) is obtained by using a classical

piece-wise linear limited reconstruction technique on the variables U = (h, (hu), (hv))t and also
(h + B). First, given any of these variables wn

c ∈ {hn
c , (hu)n

c , (hv)n
c , (h + B)n

c }, the cell-centered
mean values in the vicinity of cell c, that is for any d ∈ N (c) ≡

⋃
p∈P(c) C(p), we search for the

best piece-wise linear reconstruction, ŵn
c (x), such that

∫
ωc

ŵn
c (x) dv = |ωc| wn

c , and arg min

 ∑
d∈N (c)

∣∣∣ ∫
ωd

ŵn
c (x) dv − |ωd| wn

d

∣∣∣2
 .

Next, due to the presence of possible steep gradients this reconstruction is limited and we choose the
classical minmod [44] or Ventakakrishnan [66] limiters. Notice that any of these limiters preserves
the positivity of any reconstructed value ĥn

c (x) > 0 for any x ∈ ωc. Also the reconstructed value
of the bathymetry is deduced from ̂(h + B) and ĥn

c as B̂n
c (x) = ̂(h + B)

n

c (x) − ĥn
c (x). Remark

that the mean value of the reconstructed bathymetry in the cell is correctly retrieved as being Bn
c ,

because ∫
ωc

B̂n
c (x)dv =

∫
ωc

̂(h + B)
n

c (x) − ĥn
c (x)dv = |ωc|(hn

c + Bn
c ) − |ωc|hn

c = |ωc|Bn
c .

Furthermore, remark that, in order to preserve LaR solution with the second-order scheme, an
additional term has to be added. In the normal direction npcf , we would have

Un+1
c − Un

c + ∆t

|ωc|
∑

p∈P(c)

∑
f∈SF(pc)

lpcf (F̂npcf
+ (1

2M̂npcf
+ MC

npcf
)e2) = 0

where

MC
npcf

= g
ĥpcf + hpcf

2 (B̂pcf − Bpcf ). (60)

This term can be interpreted as the in-cell second-order contribution of the source term. Note that
term (60) is automatically equal to zero if no reconstruction procedure is used. Finally, for the
discretization in time a simple 2nd order 2 step Runge-Kutta (RK2) scheme is employed. Details
are omitted as those techniques are truly classical ones.

At last, regarding the positivity- and entropy-stability properties, they are still maintained
by using respectively conditions (35) and (42)-(43) on the speeds of propagation, which are now
computed using the reconstructed variables.

As a summary we have developed a well-balanced 2D FV scheme based on a non-classical
Lagrangian-related Riemann solver and a nodal conservation feature which is provably positivity
preserving and also entropy decreasing. This FV scheme works on any type of grids and the
following numerical section presents some results on structured quadrangular and unstructured
triangular grids in 2D in its first and second-order accurate versions.

5. Numerical results

In this section, we present several test cases to assess the properties of both the two-point
and multi-point schemes. The main purpose is not only assess the well-balanced character and
the order of accuracy of the schemes, but also to study the difference between the two-point and
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multi-point schemes in terms of shock-generated spurious instabilities. The CFL is set to 0.5 and
0.25 for first- and second-order schemes respectively, the gravity constant is given by g = 9.81, and
we use MINMOD slope limiter for the second-order scheme unless otherwise stated.

In the following, we simulate the following problems:

• Subsonic regime [14]: test to check the order of convergence of the scheme.

• Flow over three mounds (and perturbation): this test presents a non-flat bottom topography
to check the WB property.

• Radial dam break with flat [28] and non-flat topography: sanity check to assess the wave
propagation.

• Oblique hydraulic jump [28]: to check the ability to capture the exact discontinuous solution.

• 2D Riemann problem [51]: to check the ability of the scheme in presence of complex wave
structures.

• Colliding flow [31], odd-even decoupling [55], flow past a cylinder [42]: to measure the sus-
ceptibility to small perturbation and Carbuncle effect.

5.1. Subsonic regime
We start by showing that the first- and second-order methods correctly reach the corresponding

order of accuracy. We consider the 1D test presented in [14] and extend it to 2D. We highlight
that we use triangular unstructured grids. The domain is a rectangle of size [0, 20m] × [0, 5m] and
the initial conditions read

h(x, y, t = 0) = 2 − 0.1e−(x−10)2
, u(x, y, t = 0) ≡ 0, v(x, y, t = 0) ≡ 0,

while the topography is given by

B(x, y) = 0.1 − 0.01e−(x−10)2
.

Outflow boundary conditions are used at the left (x = 0m) and right (x = 20m) sides of the
boundary, while we impose classical no-slip wall boundary conditions at the top (y = 5m) and
bottom (y = 0m). Since the exact solution is not known, we compute a reference one using the
second-order scheme and M = 1007616 cells.

Tables 1 and 2 present the errors and orders of accuracy for the variables h, u and v for the
first- and second-order schemes respectively. Observe that, for the latter scheme, we did not use
any limiter for this test. The results are considered satisfying as the expected orders of accuracy
are reached.

5.2. Flow over three mounds
This test case has a complex bottom configuration and allows to verify the well-balanced prop-

erty of the schemes. The bottom topography for the domain Ω = [0, 40m] × [0, 40m] is defined by
the function:

B(x, y) = max
[
0, 1 − 1

8R10,11, 1 − 3
10R10,31, 1 − 4

10R27,20

]
, Ra,b =

√
(x − a)2 + (y − b)2.

Hence, we initialize a lake at rest solution, that is the initial conditions are h + B = 4m and
u = v = 0m/s, and the final time is t = 200s. The mesh is constituted of 100×100 uniform squares
and outflow boundary conditions are considered.
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Variable Mesh M L1 O(L1) L2 O(L2)
h 984 2.887 × 10−3 — 4.904 × 10−3 —

3936 1.656 × 10−3 0.80 2.893 × 10−3 0.76
15744 9.030 × 10−4 0.87 1.609 × 10−3 0.84
62976 4.740 × 10−4 0.92 8.543 × 10−4 0.91

u 984 6.217 × 10−3 — 1.094 × 10−2 —
3936 3.621 × 10−3 0.77 6.527 × 10−3 0.74
15744 1.989 × 10−3 0.86 3.646 × 10−3 0.84
62976 1.049 × 10−3 0.92 1.942 × 10−3 0.90

v 984 1.139 × 10−3 — 2.006 × 10−3 —
3936 6.779 × 10−4 0.75 1.240 × 10−3 0.69
15744 3.799 × 10−4 0.83 7.181 × 10−4 0.78
62976 2.049 × 10−4 0.89 3.981 × 10−4 0.85

Table 1: Accuracy test in subsonic regime. L1, L2 errors and associated orders of accuracy for variables h, u and v
for the first-order scheme.

Variable Mesh M L1 O(L1) L2 O(L2)
h 984 1.279 × 10−3 — 2.206 × 10−3 —

3936 3.667 × 10−4 1.80 6.877 × 10−4 1.68
15744 9.918 × 10−5 1.88 1.913 × 10−4 1.84
62976 2.529 × 10−5 1.97 4.976 × 10−5 1.94

u 984 2.709 × 10−3 — 4.765 × 10−3 —
3936 7.981 × 10−4 1.76 1.526 × 10−3 1.64
15744 2.111 × 10−4 1.91 4.183 × 10−4 1.86
62976 5.202 × 10−5 2.02 1.045 × 10−4 2.00

v 984 5.200 × 10−4 — 1.169 × 10−3 —
3936 1.740 × 10−4 1.57 4.093 × 10−4 1.51
15744 5.723 × 10−5 1.60 1.279 × 10−4 1.67
62976 1.651 × 10−5 1.79 3.561 × 10−5 1.84

Table 2: Accuracy test in subsonic regime. L1, L2 errors and associated orders of accuracy for variables h, u and v
for the second-order scheme.

In figure 5, we present the results obtained with the first-order multi-point scheme. In particular,
on the left we insert the free surface along with the bottom topography. On the right of the figure,
we show the water height with 10 isolines h from hmin = 3.15m to hmax = 4m. We clearly see
that the initial state is preserved, specifically up to a machine error of order 10−15. Notice that
the WB property is obtained independently of the bottom topography B. Finally, we confirm that
analogous results have been obtained with both the second-order extension of the method and
the two-point scheme. We do not insert the corresponding results as they appear identical to the
inserted ones.

5.2.1. Perturbation of the stationary solution
An additional test to check the well-balanced property of the scheme consists in inserting a

perturbation in the stationary solution. Then, one should verify that the perturbation propagates
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(a) 3D view of free surface h + B (b) Iso-lines of h.

Figure 5: Flow over three mounds. Numerical solution at t = 200s by the multi-point schemes on a 100×100 square
grid.

away of the domain so that the stationary solution is recovered. Hence, we modified the initial
condition for the water height, imposing

h(x, y, t = 0) = 4 − B(x, y) +
{

10−3 if 19 ≤ x, y ≤ 21,

0 otherwise,

and we checked that the numerical schemes behave correctly. In particular, we show the propa-
gation of the perturbation in the free surface h + B in figure 6, for which we used the first-order
multi-point scheme. Observe that we provide the solution at four differents times: t = 0s, t = 0.5s,
t = 1s and t ≈ 55.45s. In particular, the latter time was determined by stopping the simulation
when the residuals reached a value smaller than 10−10. At last, we confirm that the use of the
other schemes provides similar results.

5.3. Radial dam break
The circular dam-break problem on flat bottom from [28] is a benchmark test case to assess the

behavior of the schemes. This problem involves the breaking of a circular dam allowing to verify the
performance of the algorithm when solving symmetry flow problems. The computational domain
is a square ω ∈ [0, 50m] × [0, 50m] separating two regions by a cylindrical wall of radius r0 = 11m,
for which the initial conditions are

h(x, y, t = 0) =
{

10m if r ≤ r0,
1m if else,

u(x, y, t = 0) = v(x, y, t = 0) ≡ 0m/s,

where r =
√

(x − 25)2 + (y − 25)2. When the water starts to drain at t = 0, the circular dam-
break bore waves spread and propagate radially and symmetrically. The final solution is plotted
at t = 0.69s when the second-order accurate schemes are employed. In figures 7-8, we compare the
first-order two- and multi-point schemes on a structured quadrangular 100×100 grid and on 23736
triangular cells respectively. In particular, on the right, we insert the 3D view of the water height h,
while its contours from h = 1m to h = 10m are illustrated on the right. For both schemes and both
meshes, the waves propagate uniformly and symmetrically. The two-point scheme appears to be
slightly less diffusive than the multi-point one. This has already been observed in [36] for the Euler
equations. Analogous results have been found with the second-order version of the scheme. We
directly insert the comparison between the second- and first-order multi-point schemes in figure-9
using the same triangular grid. Both schemes provide correct results, and the second-order solution
is much less diffusive than the first-order one, as expected.
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(a) Time t = 0s (b) Time t = 0.5s

(c) Time t = 1s (d) Time t ≈ 55.45s

Figure 6: Perturbation of stationary solution. Free surface and iso-lines computed at times t = 0s, t = 0.5s, 1t = 1s,
t ≈ 55.45s, and with first-order multi-point scheme on a 100 × 100 square grid.

5.3.1. Radial dam break over non-flat topography
Let us now repeat the test from the previous section but with non-flat topography. We take

inspiration from [2] for the topography definition, that now reads

B(x, y) = 1
2

(
1 + cos

(
2πr

2

))
,

while we set the water height to

h(x, y, t = 0) =
{

11 − B(x, y) if r ≤ r0,

2 − B(x, y) otherwise.

In figure 10, we directly present the results for the first-order two- and multi-point schemes with
triangular mesh. We draw the same conclusions as in the previous section even if now the topog-
raphy is non-flat: the numerical schemes are able to correctly reproduce the wave propagation.
Once again, the two-point scheme is slightly less diffusive than the multi-point one.

5.4. Oblique hydraulic jump
The oblique hydraulic jump is induced by means of an interaction between super-critical flow

and a converging wall deflected through an angle θ = 8.95◦, see [28]. The computational domain
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(a) 3D view of water height h. (b) 10 iso-lines of 1m < h < 10m.

Figure 7: Circular dam break. Water height at t = 0.69s of the first-order two-point (left) and multi-point (right)
schemes on 100 × 100 grid.

(a) 3D view of water height h. (b) 10 iso-lines of 1m < h < 10m.

Figure 8: Circular dam break. Water height at t = 0.69s of the first-order two-point (left) and multi-point (right)
schemes on 23736 triangular cells.

is set to ω ∈ [0, 40m] × [0, 30m]. The initial conditions is a uniform flow given by

h = 1m, u = 8.57m/s, v = 0m/s.

The boundary conditions are set super-critical flows upstream and downstream. The exact solution
is given by h = 1.5m, u = 7.9556m/s for the downstream flow and an angle of 30◦ for the angle
of the jump connecting down to upstream flow. The final time is set to t = 10s and the mesh is
made of N = 11892 triangles and the results are gathered in figure 11. In figure 11a we present
the numerical water height obtained with the two- and multi-point schemes (top and bottom
respectively) in color and for 5 isolines (1m < h < 1.5m). Next in figure 11b are compared the
water height along the line y = 40m with respect to the exact solution showing that the correct
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(a) 3D view of water height h. (b) 10 iso-lines of 1m < h < 10m.

Figure 9: Circular dam break. Water height at t = 0.69s of the second-order (left) and first-order (right) multi-point
schemes on 23736 triangular cells.

(a) 3D view of free surface h + B and topography B. (b) 10 iso-lines of 2m < h + B < 11m.

Figure 10: Circular dam break over non-flat topography. Free surface at t = 0.69s and topography of the first-order
two- (left) and multi-point (right) schemes on 23736 triangular cells.

solution is captured by both schemes while the two-point seems slightly less dissipative. At last,
in figure 11c we present the comparison between the first and second order scheme showing an
increase in the accuracy with which the discontinuity is captured.

5.5. 2D Riemann problem
In this section, we present a 2D Riemann problem with a complex wave structure. For the

complete explanation of this test, we directly refer to [51]. Given a rectangular domain of size
[0, 100m] × [0, 100m], we consider it as divided in four quadrants of the same size: Q1 (up-right),
Q2 (up-left), Q3 (bottom-left) and Q4 (bottom-right). Then, the topography and initial conditions
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(a) Two-point (top) vs multi-point (bot-
tom) water height in color and 5 iso-lines
(1 < h < 1.5).
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Figure 11: Oblique hydraulic jump at t = 10s on 11892 unstructured grids.

read

h(x, y, t = 0) =


10 if (x, y) ∈ Q1

3 if (x, y) ∈ Q2

0.2 if (x, y) ∈ Q3

3 if (x, y) ∈ Q4

, B(x, y) =


1 if (x, y) ∈ Q1

0 if (x, y) ∈ Q2

−0.5 if (x, y) ∈ Q3

0 if (x, y) ∈ Q4

,

u(x, y, t = 0) =


0 if (x, y) ∈ Q1

3 if (x, y) ∈ Q2

3 if (x, y) ∈ Q3

0 if (x, y) ∈ Q4

, v(x, y, t = 0) =


0 if (x, y) ∈ Q1

0 if (x, y) ∈ Q2

3 if (x, y) ∈ Q3

3 if (x, y) ∈ Q4

,

The boundary conditions are outflow and the ending time is t = 3s.
Results are given in figures 12-13. In the former, we consider a regular quadrangular 100 ×

100 mesh and we insert the results for the first- and second-order multi-point scheme. In figure
13, we compare two- and multi-point first-order schemes, second-order multi-point scheme and
a reference solution computed with the second-order method and 800 × 800 cells. The results
are generally considered satisfying and similar conclusions to the ones of the previous section are
drawn. Specifically, the methods are capable of reproducing correct solutions even in presence of
a complex variety of waves and discontinuous topography.

5.6. Colliding flow
Next, we test the sensibility of the numerical schemes towards shock instabilities, i.e. carbuncle

phenomenon. This test case is a colliding flow on a flat bottom, see [30]. The computational
domain is Ω ∈ [−2.5m, 2.5m] × [−2.5m, 2.5m], and we set the gravitational constant to g = 1. The
initial condition is given as

h(x, y, t = 0) ≡ 1m, u(x, y, t = 0) =
{

30m/s if x ≤ 0,
−30m/s if else.

, v(x, y, t = 0) ≡ 0m/s.

A small perturbation of the form δ(2z − 1), where z is a random number with z ∈ [−1, 1], is
introduced to the initial conservative state variables with δ = 10−5 in order to trigger instability.
The domain is paved by 50 × 50 uniform quadrangular cells. Since the test is essentially 1D in
x direction, this perturbation should be dissipated by the numerical schemes, especially the first
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(a) First-order scheme. (b) Second-order scheme.

(c) First-order scheme. (d) Second-order scheme.

Figure 12: 2D Riemann problem. Gradient of the free surface h + B together with the velocity vector field in the
up images. Overview of the free surface elevation in the bottom images. Results obtained with first- (left) and
second-order (right) multi-point method.
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Figure 13: 2D Riemann problem. Cross-sectional free surface in the diagonal direction. Comparison among first-
order two- (dashed green line) and multi- (violet line) point schemes, second-order multi-point scheme (dashed black
line) and reference solution (red).

order versions.
In figure 14, we present the scatter plot of the water height h, at time t = 2s for both the
two-point and multi-point schemes. We observe that the two-point scheme produces spurious
instabilities, whereas the multi-point scheme displays a symmetrical solution, meaning that the
seeded instability has been dissipated as expected from a robust numerical scheme. This spurious
instability is referred to as the ’carbuncle effect’ [30]. The multi-point scheme seems insensitive to
this.

5.7. Odd-even decoupling
Another test case to study the carbuncle phenomenon is the moving shock problem. This

problem is an analogy from the classical Quirk test [55]. The canal with a length of L = 800m and
width of 20m is initially at rest with h(x, y, t = 0) = 1−B(x, y), u(x, y, t = 0) ≡ 0, v(x, y, t = 0) ≡ 0
and

B(x, y) =
{

1+0.02 cos(π(x−400))
2 if 350 ≤ x ≤ 450,

0 otherwise.

At the inlet, we impose hin = 6.588m and uin = 13.283m2/s. We discretize the domain by 800×20
quadrangular cells. A small perturbation of order 10−3 is introduced in the horizontal central line
of the mesh grid to trigger an instability, see also [36]. In figures 15-16, we show the results for
the water height (together with its iso-lines) at time t = 20s and t = 30s respectively, namely
before and after the shock wave has reached the topography bump. We insert the outputs of the
first-order two- and multi-point schemes on the left and the right side of the figure respectively.
For the former method, we observe that spurious instabilities are present at the two different times,
while the multi-point scheme appears to correctly reproduce the shock wave, no Carbuncle effect
is present. Furthermore, the second-order extension of the multi-point method does not present
any spurious oscillations as well. We do not insert the results here as they are analogous (even if
less diffusive).
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(a) Two-point scheme. (b) Multi-point scheme.

Figure 14: Colliding flow. Numerical water height at t = 2s for the two-point (left) and multi-point (right) schemes
and a 50 × 50 quad grid.

(a) Two-point scheme. (b) Multi-point scheme.

Figure 15: Odd-even decoupling test. Water height h at time t = 20s. Results obtained with the first-order two-
(left) and multi-point (right) method.

(a) Two-point scheme. (b) Multi-point scheme.

Figure 16: Odd-even decoupling test. Water height h at time t = 30s. Results obtained with the first-order two-
(left) and multi-point (right) method.
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(a) Two-point scheme. (b) Multi-point scheme.

Figure 17: Flow past a cylinder. Water height h obtained with first-order two-point (left) and multi-point (right)
method.

5.8. Flow past a cylinder
Let us now consider another problem that is well-known to give rise to the Carbuncle effect

in gas dynamics: the flow past a cylinder [36]. In case of shallow water flows, the cylinder could
be a pier, for instance of a bridge [42]. Hence, in the domain, we insert a cylinder of radius
0.5m. The topography and initial conditions are given by h(x, y, t = 0) = 1 + Bmax − B(x, y),
u(x, y, t = 0) = 5

√
gh(x, y, t = 0) and v(x, y, t = 0) ≡ 0, where the topography reads

B(x, y) =


0.3(0.75 − r2)0.3

0.5 if r2 ≤ 0.75
0 otherwise

with r =
√

x2 + y2 and, in particular, Bmax = max
x,y

(B(x, y)). Regarding the boundary conditions,
we impose a wall-type one at the cylinder surface, while free boundary conditions are considered at
the bottom and up-side of the domain. Then, at the left boundary, we impose an inflow condition:
hinf = 1 and uinf = 5

√
ghinf. We use an unstructured triangular mesh of 81272 cells and insert the

results in figure 17. Since the numerical solution should converge to a steady state, the simulation
is stopped if the residuals are smaller than 10−6, otherwise we use t = 200s as ending time. On the
left, we insert the results for two-point scheme, while the multi-point method outputs are on the
right. We immediately see that the Carbuncle phenomenon is present in the two-point solution,
while the multi-point one is correctly computed. Once again, the second-order extension of the
multi-point scheme does not present the Carbuncle effect as its first-order version.
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6. Conclusions and perspectives

In this paper, we presented an original numerical scheme to deal with shallow water balance
laws in 2D. One of the characteristics of this numerical method is its direct link to its Lagrangian
counterpart. Indeed, if a mapping Lagrange to Euler exists, then it is reasonable to assume that
this link must be preserved by the numerical method. Bearing this in mind, we have developed
a Lagrangian Riemann solver to deal with balance laws, directly inspired by its version for gas
dynamics developed in [32, 35, 15, 36]. This Lagrangian Riemann Solver (RS) and its link to the
Eulerian framework allows to ensure, -a- an appropriate wave speeds ordering, -b- the positivity
preservation, and -c- an entropy inequality. It is also constructed to assure that the steady-state
solutions (lake at rest) are exactly retrieved by the RS, in other words the RS is well-balanced.
Using this RS as a building block, we designed an un-classical Finite Volume (FV) scheme. The
idea of this method is, de facto, to involve all surrounding cells in the update of the current
one. This feature is obtained thanks to a so-called nodal solver first introduced for gas dynamics
Lagrangian schemes [48]. Without this feature, the numerical scheme resembles a classical HLLC-
like two-point flux FV scheme, even if with different wave speeds’ definition. Due to the nodal
solver, this FV scheme is not conservative in the classical way, meaning that the conservation is
retrieved on a node-based fashion. The method is also proven to be well-balanced for lake at rest
steady-state solutions. A classical extension to second order of accuracy in space and time is also
proposed.
Several numerical results are presented to assess the behavior of this numerical method in its
classical (two-point flux) and current (multi-point flux) version. The multi-point flux scheme
seems insensitive to the so-called carbuncle effect. As expected the second order version produces
more accurate, still robust, positive and stable results.
This work has been developed under the fundamental hypothesis that the domain is, and remains,
wet. A possible improvement would be to treat wet-dry transition area, which would demand
some technical adjustments on the implementation level. A second line of improvement is the
extension to higher orders of accuracy using polynomial reconstructions and a posteriori MOOD
type limiting procedure [16, 17, 15]. Then, regarding the well-balanced property of the method,
we could test if the RS designed for the homogeneous case (of isentropic Euler equation) could be
coupled with so-called ’reconstruction’ technique to deal with the source term as in [12, 13].
Finally, it should be pointed out that the numerical scheme proposed here could easily be extended
to other hyperbolic system of balance laws as the Euler equations with gravity source term [34]
and the magnetohydrodynamic equations [54].
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